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Abstract1: Human beings live in an environment where various factors act together, therefore, it is essential 
to study the comprehensive effects of multiple factors, particularly the effects of their interaction on 
environmental evaluations. In this study, the effects of the interaction between sound types and sound levels 
on acoustic, thermal, and overall evaluations were explored by simulating typical outdoor temperatures in 
different seasons in a controllable environmental chamber. The results indicated that the acoustic evaluations 
were significantly higher for birdsong and slow-dance music than for dog barking, conversation, and traffic 
sound; additionally, the acoustic evaluations at the low sound level were always higher than those at the high 
sound level. In terms of the thermal evaluations, there was a significant variation in different seasons. In 
summer, birdsong and slow-dance music effectively improved subjects’ thermal evaluations, while a high 
sound level of dog barking, conversation, and traffic sound resulted in a decrease; in the transition season, 
all types of sounds resulted in a decline in the thermal evaluations; meanwhile, in winter and summer, dog 
barking, conversation, traffic sound and slow-dance music at the low sound level produced higher thermal 
comfort and thermal acceptability. In terms of the overall evaluations, birdsong and slow-dance music at the 
low sound level improved overall comfort, while dog barking, conversation, and traffic sound resulted in a 
significant decrease. For dog barking, conversation, traffic sound and fast-dance music, the overall 
evaluations at the low sound level were higher than those at the high sound level. 

Keywords: severe cold region, sound type, sound level, interaction, subjective evaluation, different seasons 

1. Introduction 

With regards to environmental evaluations by human beings, the effects of different levels of an 

environmental factor have been extensively studied. For example, several studies have been conducted to 

investigate the effects of thermal environments on thermal evaluations [1–3], the effects of acoustic 

environments on acoustic evaluations [4–7] as well as the effects of smell environment on odour evaluations 

[8,9]. However, studies on the combined effects of multiple factors and their interactions on subjective 

evaluations, such as the effects of acoustic environments on thermal evaluations or the effects of thermal 

environments on acoustic evaluations, as well as the combined effects of the thermal-acoustic environment 

on overall evaluations are scarce. Since human beings live in an environment where various factors act 

together, it is necessary to study the comprehensive effects of multiple factors on the human body as well as 

the human perception of the environment, especially the effects of the interaction between different factors. 

Studies on the effects of multiple factors began with the exploration of the aviation environment in the 

1950s. With the improvement of living standards and technology, the researches focus gradually expanded 

from the aviation environment to the production and living environments. During the early stages of studies 

on the effects of multiple environmental factors on the human body, some scholars studied the effects of 

noise and temperature on the perception of the quality of the indoor physical environment, work efficiency, 

and performance [10–14]. 

Regarding studies on the effects of the acoustic environment on thermal and overall evaluations, the 

sound type that was usually employed was noise. Fanger et al. observed that noise had no significant effect 

on thermal comfort [15], while Nagano and Horikoshi reported that noise had a significant effect on thermal 

                                                   
1Abbreviations: TSV, Thermal Sensation Vote; TCV, Thermal Comfort Vote; TAV, Thermal Acceptability Vote; SLV, Subjective 

Loudness Vote; ACV, Acoustic Comfort Vote; SPV, Sound Preference Vote; OCV, Overall Comfort Vote; OAV, Overall Annoyance 

Vote; LAeq, A-weighted equivalent continuous sound pressure level; S.D., Standard deviation. 
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comfort and overall comfort, meanwhile, noise level resulted in a slight increase in thermal sensation [16,17]. 

Pellerin and Candas observed that under warm conditions, noise could induce a change in thermal comfort, 

and the unpleasantness of the thermal environment increased as the noise level increased [18,19]. Guan et al. 

found that although noise had no significant effect on thermal sensation at 20 and 25 °C, thermal comfort 

increased 1.85 scales when there was an increase from 55 to 85 dB at 30 °C, meaning that thermal comfort 

worsened when the noise increased [20]. Some scholars have studied the effects of different sound types and 

sound levels. Dalton et al. investigated whether specific sound types and sound levels had effects on 

driving-related tasks, the results showed that loud sound level had an effect on simple vigilance, whereas 

hard rock music possibly had an effect on tasks that require concentration and attention [21]. Yang and 

Moon revealed that the effects of sound types and sound levels on thermal comfort were significant [22]. 

Guan et al. found that thermal comfort, acoustic comfort, and overall comfort were better in a music sound 

environment than in a noisy environment with the same sound pressure level [23]. These studies were all 

carried out in the controllable indoor environment; however, there was a lack of related studies on the 

outdoor environment. Jin et al. studied the combined effects of the thermal-acoustic environment on 

subjective evaluations in urban squares, and the results indicated that a higher level of traffic noise resulted 

in lower thermal comfort. Additionally, traffic noise had an effect on overall comfort during both the 

transition season and summer [24]. 

Additionally, some scholars have studied the effects of multiple factors, including noise and 

temperature, on human comfort [25–28]). Hygge and Knez explored the effects of interactions between 

broadband low-frequency noise and light on both perception and cognitive performance [29]. Wong et al. 

proposed the empirical expressions to evaluate an overall indoor environmental quality that is acceptable for 

an office at certain operative temperature, carbon dioxide concentration, equivalent noise level, and 

illumination level [30]. Buratti et al. proposed an index for the evaluation of environmental comfort, taking 

into account thermal, acoustic, and lighting conditions [31]. Horie et al. studied the combined effects of 

noise, lighting, and thermal conditions on subjective comfort. The study revealed that the negative effects 

caused by an increase in indoor temperature from 27 to 30 °C were the same as those caused by the increase 

in the noise level from 40 to 70 dB [32]. Clausen et al. explored the effects of noise, temperature, air quality, 

and odour on human comfort. They observed that within a temperature range of 23–29 °C, the effect of a 

change in temperature by 1 °C was similar to that of a change in noise level by 3.9 dB [33]. Yang and Moon 

indicated that under steady-state thermal and illumination conditions with time-varying sound stimuli, 

acoustic factors had the most significant effect on indoor environmental comfort [34]. These studies were 

also carried out in an indoor environment to better control the variation in the factors being examined. The 

sound types and sound levels selected in previous studies are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. Sound types and sound levels selected in previous studies 

Study Sound type Sound level (dB/A) 

Witterseh et al.[13] fans mixing the air 35.0/ 50.0 

Clausen and Wyon[14] 
traffic noise 45.0/ 55.0 

conversations/no conversations 
 

Fanger et al.[15] 
fans in the air conditioning system 40.0 

white noise 85.0 

Nagano and Horikoshi [16] 
air-conditioning noise 46.8 

traffic noise 59.2/ 73.1/ 80.0/ 95.4 
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Nagano and Horikoshi [17] 
air-conditioning noise 46.6 

traffic noise 58.5/ 72.9/ 79.9/ 95.5 

Pellerin and Candas [18] 
background noise 35.0 

fan noise 85.0 

Pellerin and Candas [19] fan noise 35.0/60.0/75.0 

Guan et al. [20] construction noises 55.0/ 65.0/ 75.0/ 85.0 

Yang and Moon [22] babble sound/ fan noise 45.0/60.0 

Guan et al. [23] fan noise/pure music 50.0/65.0/80.0 

Jin et al. [24] traffic noise 
55.0-60.0/ 60.0-65.0/ 

65.0-70.0/ 70.0-75.0 

Huang et al. [27] fan noise 45.0/50.0/55.0/ 60.0/ 65.0 

Hygge and Knez [29] ventilation noise 38.0/ 58.0 

Clausen et al. [33] traffic noise 40.0-75.0 

Yang and Moon [34] babble/ fan/ music/ water sounds 45.0/55.0/ 65.0/ 75.0 

When exploring the effects of multiple factors on the human body and when performing environmental 

evaluations, most scholars selected different sound levels of a particular sound (mostly traffic noise or fan 

noise) as the experimental condition. Thus, studies on the effects of the interaction between sound types and 

sound levels have not yet been conducted adequately. Regarding temperature setting, most related studies 

chose to use different indoor temperature conditions in a specific season (mostly summer); however, 

systematic comparisons with respect to outdoor temperature conditions in different seasons are rather limited. 

The significant variations in climate throughout the year in severe cold regions, causes significant 

differences in the outdoor thermal environment in different seasons, the thermal and acoustic environments 

have the significant effects on the environmental evaluations of urban residents performing leisure activities, 

and the demand for improvement is high. Therefore, it is necessary to study the effects of multiple factors on 

environmental evaluations in different seasons. This study aims to explore the effects of sound types and 

sound levels, as well as the effect of their interaction on acoustic evaluations, thermal evaluations, and 

overall evaluations in different seasons based on the environmental evaluation of the subjects. Considering 

the limitations of previous related studies and the particularity of the climatic conditions in severe cold 

regions, typical outdoor temperatures of winter, transition season, and summer were simulated in a 

controllable environmental chamber with different sound types and sound levels, and a subjective 

questionnaire survey was administered. The temperature conditions inside the chamber objectively 

corresponded to the daytime outdoor temperature conditions of the different seasons, and the sounds 

employed were all generated from common acoustic sources in daily life.  

2. Method 

2.1 Experimental conditions 

This study was conducted in a controllable environmental chamber (as shown in Fig. 1), in which the 

outdoor dynamic or steady climatic environment in severe cold regions could be simulated. The adjustable 

parameters of the chamber included temperature, humidity, wind speed, and illumination. Therefore, the 

study in the chamber was not limited to natural conditions, such as geographical locations or seasonal 

conditions. The ranges of the adjustable environmental parameters in the environmental chamber are shown 
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in Table 2. During the experiments, the operative temperatures were set at 0, 20, and 30 °C, which represent 

the average diurnal air temperatures in winter, the transition season, and summer in severe cold regions, 

respectively. There are many factors affecting the outdoor thermal environment, of these, seasonal 

temperature differences are the most significant and can be felt intuitively. Although simply simulating 

outdoor temperature in the chamber did not fully represent actual outdoor thermal conditions, the advantage 

of doing this is that allows the variables to be controlled more and effectively to avoid the interference of too 

many factors and is propitious for a clearer analysis of the results. The mean radiant temperature was 

assumed to equal the operative temperature, and to reduce the interference of wind sound in the experiment, 

the wind speed was set below 0.5 m/s. To monitor the indoor environment, a fixed measurement point (a 

Portable Kestrel 5500 weather station) was set in the environmental chamber. The difference between the 

operative temperature and the actual temperature was always maintained at ±1 °C, indicating that the 

thermal environment in the environmental chamber was stable. 

 

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the controllable environmental chamber and the experimental setup. 

Table 2. Environmental parameters in the controllable environmental chamber. 

Parameter Range Precision Season 

Operative 

temperature 

(°C) 

Measured 

temperature 

(°C) 

Measured 

relative 

humidity (%) 

Illumination 

(Lux) 

Background 

sound level 

(dB/A) 

Air 

temperature 
-40–40 °C 0.1 °C Winter 0.00 0.89 30.3 300 38.1 

Relative 

humidity 
20–90% 3% 

Transition 

season 
20.00 20.12 51.7 300 36.8 

Wind speed 
0–10 m/s 

(air outlet) 
1% Summer 30.00 30.08 54.2 300 36.3 

2.2 Sound stimuli 

In related studies, most of the sound types employed were one or two mechanical sounds, such as fan 

noise and traffic noise (As shown in Table 1); therefore, studies on the effects of different sound types were 

still relatively limited, and the reasons given for selecting particular sound levels were inadequate. To 
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adequately study the effects of different sound types, the acoustic sources were selected to include 

mechanical, natural, and anthropogenic sounds, with which people are familiar in daily life. Additionally, 

given that square dance has become one of the most important leisure activities for the elderly in recent 

years, square dance music has also become a common sound source. This usually includes slow-dance 

music and fast-dance music, where the former is used when two people are dancing, and the latter is used for 

a group dance. There are certain differences in the characteristics between the two kinds of sounds: 

fast-dance music has a higher frequency range and a stronger beat. Thus, a total of six sound types, namely, 

birdsong, dog barking, conversation, traffic sound, slow-dance music, and fast-dance music, were used. The 

representative 40-s samples of each of the six sound types were edited and used as the sound stimuli in the 

experiment. Using Adobe Audition software, the sound pressure level was adjusted at 10 dB(A) intervals. 

Based on the sound loudness vote pre-experiment (2, quiet; 1, slightly quiet; 0, neutral; -1, slightly loud; and 

-2, loud;), the sound pressure levels that were gauged as quiet, neutral, and loud were selected to represent 

three sound levels, i.e., low, medium, and high, respectively. The sound pressure levels of the sound stimuli 

are shown in Table 3. 

As the cubage of the environmental chamber was small, sound coloration might have occurred due to 

resonance when the loudspeaker was used to play audios, resulting in a distorted sound signal. Therefore, as 

this could have affected the subjective evaluation negatively, Sennheiser RS170 headphones were used to 

play the sound samples. Although the use of headphones might have exerted a certain influence on the 

thermal evaluations, the subjects were dressed according to the uniform requirements in the same ambient 

temperature, the influence of the headphones on the thermal evaluations was basically concordant and could 

be ignored to a certain extent. 

Table 3. Sound pressure levels of sound stimuli. 

Sound level 

Low Medium High 

Max 

（（（（dB/A）））） 

Min

（（（（dB/A）））） 

LAeq 

（（（（dB/A）））） 

Max 

（（（（dB/A）））） 

Min 

（（（（dB/A）））） 

LAeq

（（（（dB/A）））） 

Max

（（（（dB/A）））） 

Min 

（（（（dB/A）））） 

LAeq

（（（（dB/A）））） 

Birdsong 53.1 33.6 43.5 63.9 42.7 53.6 73.7 52.3 63.3 

Dog barking 56.1 27.4 41.9 66.7 37.5 52.1 77.9 46.7 62.3 

Conversation 46.7 37.9 42.4 57.5 47.9 52.7 67.5 57.3 62.5 

Traffic sound 45.9 37.2 41.8 56.9 47.0 51.9 67.2 57.1 62.2 

Slow-dance music 46.9 39.7 43.3 57.4 48.9 53.3 68.1 58.7 63.4 

Fast-dance music 49.1 36.5 42.9 59.1 45.9 52.7 70.1 55.2 62.7 

2.3 Questionnaires 

In this study, the questionnaire method was used to explore the subjective evaluations of the subjects 

under different environmental conditions. As shown in Table 4, Owing to the comprehensive consideration 

of the questionnaire content of previous studies [17, 18, 23], the acoustic evaluations investigated included 

Subjective Loudness Vote (SLV), Acoustic Comfort Vote (ACV), and Sound Preference Vote (SPV). The 

thermal evaluations investigated included Thermal Sensation Vote (TSV), Thermal Comfort Vote (TCV), 

and Thermal Acceptability Vote (TAV), and the overall evaluations investigated included Overall Comfort 

Vote (OCV) and Overall Annoyance Vote (OAV). The overall evaluations (OCV and OAV), which were 

determined by various factors, including the physical environment among others, represents the comfort and 
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annoyance of human beings under the combined effects of the multiple factors.  

In this study, a 7-point Likert scale was used to explore the subjective evaluations accurately. However, 

the options ‘very hot’ and ‘very cold’ were added to the TSV to reflect extreme weather conditions in winter 

and summer in severe cold regions, respectively. Thus, in this study, the thermal sensation was evaluated 

using a 9-point Likert scale [20]. 

Table 4. Subjective evaluations of the questionnaire surveys. 

Score -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 

TSV Very cold Cold Cool 
Slightly 

cool 
Neutral 

Slightly 

Warm 
Warm Hot Very hot 

Score -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 

TCV 
Very 

uncomfortable 
Uncomfortable 

Slightly 

uncomfortable 
Neutral 

Slightly 

comfortable 
Comfortable 

Very 

comfortable 

TAV 
Very 

unacceptable 
Unacceptable 

Slightly 

unacceptable 
Neutral 

Slightly 

acceptable 
Acceptable Very acceptable 

SLV Very loud Loud Slightly loud Neutral Slightly quiet Quiet Very quiet 

ACV 
Very 

uncomfortable 
Uncomfortable 

Slightly 

uncomfortable 
Neutral 

Slightly 

comfortable. 
Comfortable 

Very 

comfortable 

SPV Very disliked Disliked Slightly disliked Neutral Slightly liked Liked Very liked 

OCV 
Very 

uncomfortable 
Uncomfortable 

Slightly 

uncomfortable 
Neutral 

Slightly 

comfortable. 
Comfortable 

Very 

comfortable 

OAV Very annoyed Annoyed 
Slightly 

annoyed 
Neutral 

Slightly 

pleasant 
Pleasant Very pleasant 

2.4 Subjects 

This experiment received research ethics approval from the institution. All the subjects participated 

voluntarily in the experiment and were informed in advance of the extreme temperature conditions in the 

environmental chamber. Taking into account the statistical power level, the effect size (1-β = 0.9, α = 0.05, 

effect size = 0.25), and the experimental conditions, a total of 96 subjects were recruited (32 for each 

season). All the subjects were graduate students with self-reported normal audition and with no physical 

discomfort, such as fever or cold, on the day of the experiment. These subjects (female, 47.9%; male, 52.1%; 

average age, 26.2 (S.D. = 2.8, Min = 22, Max = 34)), were recruited from the universities as volunteers. 

Their average metabolic rate during sedentary reading was 1.1–1.2 met, their average clothing insulations 

were 1.83, 0.88, and 0.45 clo for winter, the transition season, and summer, respectively. 

2.5 Procedures 

To avoid the influence of thermal experiences and psychological expectations on the subjective 

evaluations, the seasons simulated in the environmental chamber corresponded to actual seasons (i.e., 

summer, the transition season, and winter); thus, the experiments were performed in July, September, and 

December, respectively. Two subjects could participate in the experiment at the same time. Sound insulation 

could be achieved in the chamber and during the experiment, the door was closed. Apart from the necessary 
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experimental equipment, there were no other objects in the chamber that could interfere with the attention of 

the subjects [35]. 

During the study, the implementation procedure was divided into two parts, the thermal adaptation part 

and experimental part. During the thermal adaptation part, the subjects were granted access into the 

environmental chamber after the thermal environment was stable. The subjects were advised not to eat or 

exercise before the experiment, and to dress according to the standard season requirements. The subjects 

were required to sit in the chamber for 30 min [16], after which they needed to complete a set of 

questionnaire survey without audio play. The experimental part was divided into 3 stages based on different 

sound levels (low, medium, and high), and six 40-s audios played during each stage. While each audio was 

playing, the subjects were required to complete a set of questionnaire surveys. The subjects’ response speed 

had been pre-calculated to ensure that the questionnaire could be completed within the audio playtime. The 

interval between each audio playtime was 10 s, and the interval between each of the three stages was 60 s. 

To avoid the influence of play sequence, the order of audio play during each stage was random. All subjects 

for each season were required to experience 19 operative conditions (three sound levels*six sound types + 

no sound stimuli). Although each subject’s awareness of the sound was stronger in the chamber than in 

actual outdoor environment, the subjective evaluations were required to be completed while the audios were 

playing, therefore, their attention was focused more on answering the questionnaire rather than listening to 

the sounds. Thus, the sound stimuli in the chamber were background sounds similar to those in an outdoor 

environment. 

3. Results 

3.1 Effects of sound types and sound levels on the acoustic evaluations 

Fig. 2 shows the average values of the acoustic evaluations relative to the condition of without sound 

stimuli (subtracted from the evaluation values obtained in the absence of sound stimuli). It can be found that 

the acoustic evaluations were highly consistent in different seasons. Regarding SLV, regardless of the 

changes in sound level, in three seasons, it was always significantly lower than that without the sound 

stimuli. The subjects felt louder, and the average differences in winter, the transition season, and summer 

were 1.6–2.7, 2.1–3.3, and 2.5–3.4, respectively. The effects of dog barking, conversation, traffic sound, and 

fast-dance music were always more significant. Regarding ACV and SPV, regardless of the changes in sound 

level in the three seasons, dog barking, conversation, and traffic sound always resulted in a significant 

decreased in ACV and SPV, and the average differences in winter, the transition season, and summer were 

1.6–2.5 and 1.5–2.2, 1.8–2.9 and 1.5–2.4, and 2.0–2.9 and 1.7–2.4, respectively. However, low-sound level 

birdsong and slow-dance music resulted in a significant improvement in ACV and SPV, with a difference of 

0.5–1.4. 
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Fig. 2. Average values of the acoustic evaluations relative to the condition of without sound stimuli. 

Table 5 shows the significances of the effects of sound types and sound levels on the acoustic 

evaluations. To determine the differences in the ratings of the groups to three variables (sound types, sound 

levels, and sound types*sound levels), repeated measures analyses of variance were performed. The results 

showed that in the three seasons, the main effect of sound types and sound levels, and the interaction 

between them all had significant effects on SLV, ACV, and SPV (p < 0.01). As shown in Fig. 3, owing to the 

existence of interaction, only the effects of the interaction on the acoustic evaluations were analysed, and 

simple effects tests (by writing syntax code) were performed. 

Table 5. Significances of the effects of sound types and sound levels on the acoustic evaluations. 

Subjective 

evaluation 

Season Winter Transition season Summer 

Factor Level Type Level* Type Level Type Level* Type Level Type Level* Type 

SLV 

df 1.668 3.533 5.662 1.454 3.156 6.238 2.000 2.942 5.014 

F 79.906 42.382 3.560 93.228 59.544 6.251 50.677 78.596 14.207 

Sig. 0.000 0.000 0.003 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

ACV 

df 1.490 2.543 6.594 1.645 3.127 6.253 1.708 3.151 5.429 

F 47.450 47.876 3.341 56.787 68.477 4.405 63.614 60.028 6.909 

Sig. 0.000 0.000 0.003 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

SPV df 1.679 2.924 5.700 1.726 3.277 6.769 2.000 3.387 5.653 
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F 46.266 55.078 2.986 50.793 75.945 5.464 48.193 68.903 4.301 

Sig. 0.000 0.000 0.009 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 

Fig. 3 shows the average values of the acoustic evaluations owing to the interaction between the sound 

types and sound levels (The error bars represent the S.D. of the average values). Regarding SLV, there was 

an interaction between sound types and sound levels in all three seasons. With respect to sound types, 

regardless of the changes in sound level, birdsong and slow-dance music contributed to higher SLV than dog 

barking, conversation, traffic sound and fast-dance music, and the subjects didn't feel so loud when they 

heard the first two sound types. For low-sound level and medium-sound level birdsong as well as 

slow-dance music, the subjects even felt slightly quiet (p < 0.01). With respect to sound levels, in winter and 

the transition season, when the sound types were traffic sound and slow-dance music, the SLV at the low 

sound level was higher than that at the high sound level, with an average difference of 0.9 in winter and 0.8 

in the transition season (p < 0.01). When the sounds were the other four types, SLV decreased significantly 

with increasing sound level, i.e., the higher the sound level, the louder the subjects felt (p < 0.01). In summer, 

when the sound types were conversation and fast-dance music, SLV decreased significantly with the 

increasing sound level (p < 0.05), and when the sound types were the other four types, the SLV at the low 

sound level was higher than that at the high sound level, and the difference with respect to birdsong even 

reached 1.5, while the differences with respect to the other three sound types were about 0.6 (p < 0.01). 

Regarding ACV and SPV, interactions between sound types and sound levels were observed in all three 

seasons, and the effects of the interactions were consistent in all the seasons. With respect to sound types, 

regardless of the changes in sound level in the three seasons, ACV and SPV for birdsong and slow-dance 

music were significantly higher than those for dog barking, conversation, and traffic sound. For birdsong 

and slow-dance music at low and medium-sound levels, ACV ranged between 0.0 and 1.5, while SPV 

ranged between 0.0 and 1.0, and the subjects felt slightly comfortable and slightly liked (p < 0.01). However, 

ACV for fast-dance music was always higher than that for dog barking, with an average difference of 1.3–

1.6 (p < 0.05). With respect to sound levels, in winter, when the sound type was birdsong, both ACV and 

SPV decreased significantly with increasing sound level (p < 0.05), and when the sound types were dog 

barking, traffic sound, and slow-dance music, ACV and SPV at the low sound level were higher than those 

at the high sound level, (p < 0.01). In the transition season, when the sound type was birdsong, ACV and 

SPV decreased significantly with increasing sound level, and when the sound types were conversation, 

traffic sound, slow-dance music and fast-dance music, ACV and SPV at the low sound level were 

significantly higher than those at the high sound level (p < 0.01), and the difference in ACV when the sound 

type was fast-dance music even reached 1.8. For two types of low-sound level dance music, the subjects felt 

slightly comfortable (p < 0.01). In summer, when the sound types were birdsong and conversation, ACV and 

SPV decreased significantly with increasing sound level (p < 0.05). When the sound types were dog barking, 

traffic sound, and slow-dance music, ACV and SPV at the low sound level were higher than those at the high 

sound level (p < 0.01). 
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Fig. 3. Average values of the acoustic evaluations owing to the interaction between the sound types and sound levels. 

It was observed that sound types and sound levels, as well as the interaction between them all had 

effects on the subjects’ acoustic evaluations to a varying extent. In the three seasons, regardless of the 

changes in sound level, birdsong and slow-dance music resulted in higher acoustic evaluations than dog 

barking, conversation, and traffic sound. However, there were no significant differences between the effects 

of the former two sound types or those of the latter three sound types. Additionally, there was no significant 

difference in the effects of the two kinds of dance music on ACV and SPV. Regardless of the changes in 

sound type, the acoustic evaluations at the low sound level were significantly higher than those at the high 

sound level, and when the subjects heard the birdsong in winter and in the transition season, as well as 

conversation sound in summer, there was a decrease in the acoustic evaluations with the increasing sound 

level. 

3.2 Effects of sound types and sound levels on the thermal evaluations  

Fig. 4 shows the average values of the thermal evaluations relative to the condition of without sound 

stimuli (subtracted from the evaluation values obtained in the absence of sound stimuli). The thermal 

evaluations, which varied remarkably in the three seasons, were obviously different from the acoustic 

evaluations. In terms of TSV, TSV at the high sound level was slightly lower than that observed without the 
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sound stimuli in winter, and the average difference was about 0.3. In the transition season, regardless of the 

changes in sound level, TSV was slightly higher than that obtained in the absence of sound stimuli, and the 

average difference was about 0.3. In summer, TSV at low and medium sound levels was lower than that 

obtained in the absence of sound stimuli, and the average difference was 0.4. However, high-sound level dog 

barking, conversation, and traffic sound resulted in a slight increase in TSV. In terms of TCV, TCV at 

medium and high sound levels was lower than that observed in the absence of sound stimuli in winter, and 

the average difference was 0.2–0.5. In the transition season, regardless of the changes in sound level, TCV 

was always significantly lower than that observed in the absence of sound stimuli, and the average 

difference ranged between 1.1 and 1.3. In summer, for medium and high-sound levels, birdsong, slow-dance 

music, and fast-dance music resulted in the increase in TCV, while other sound types resulted in the decline 

in TCV. In terms of TAV, in winter and the transition season, regardless of the changes in sound level, TAV 

was always lower than that observed in the absence of sound stimuli, with an average difference of 0.5–1.2 

and 0.8–1.3, respectively. In summer, regardless of the changes in sound level, birdsong and slow-dance 

music increased TAV, while other sound types resulted in the decrease. 

The results showed that in winter, the sound had no obvious effects on the thermal evaluations, and this 

could be attributed to the poor sensitivity of the subjects to the environment at low temperatures. In the 

transition season, all the sounds resulted in an increase in TSV, and decreases in TCV and TAV. It meant that 

the subjects were more sensitive to the sounds when they were exposed to a good thermal environment. Jin 

et al. observed that higher-level traffic sound decreased residents' TCV, and such an effect was most 

pronounced in the transition season [20], demonstrating that the subjects were more sensitive to sounds in 

the transition season. In summer, high-sound level dog barking, conversation, and traffic sound slightly 

intensified hot sensation, decreasing TCV and TAV. However, regardless of the changes in sound level, in 

summer, birdsong and slow-dance music always decreased TSV and an increased TCV and TAV. 
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Fig. 4. Average values of the thermal evaluations relative to the condition of without sound stimuli. 

Table 6 shows the significances of the effects of sound types and sound levels on the thermal 

evaluations. In winter and summer, the main effect of sound types and sound levels had significant effects on 

TSV (p < 0.01); however, the interaction between the sound types and sound levels only had a significant 

effect on TSV in summer (p < 0.01). In the transition season, the main effect of sound types and sound levels, 

as well as the interaction between them exerted no effects on TSV (p > 0.05). However, the main effect of 

sound types and sound levels had remarkable effects on TCV and TAV in the three seasons. Additionally, the 

interaction between sound types and sound levels had obvious effects on TCV and TAV in winter and 

summer (p < 0.05 and p < 0.01, respectively). When there was interaction, only the effects of the interaction 

on the thermal evaluations were analysed, and simple effects tests were performed (as shown in Fig. 5). 

When there was no interaction, the effects of the main effect on the thermal evaluations were analysed, and 

post hoc tests (Bonferroni) were performed. 

Table 6. Significances of the effects of sound types and sound levels on the thermal evaluations. 

Subjective 

evaluation 

Season Winter Transition season Summer 

Factor Level Type Level * Type Level Type Level * Type Level Type Level * Type 

TSV 

df 1.383 2.551 6.478 2.000 5.000 6.492 1.565 4.432 4.412 

F 6.452 5.554 0.276 0.303 2.116 1.214 10.133 16.737 9.132 

Sig. 0.008 0.003 0.955 0.740 0.066 0.298 0.001 0.000 0.000 

TCV 
df 1.412 3.206 6.870 1.473 2.427 5.489 2.000 3.614 6.017 

F 16.679 6.778 2.442 4.981 11.129 0.742 6.798 21.264 8.326 
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Sig. 0.000 0.000 0.021 0.019 0.000 0.605 0.002 0.000 0.000 

TAV 

df 1.413 3.413 6.828 1.652 2.474 6.867 2.000 5.000 5.569 

F 17.995 9.162 2.087 10.936 12.027 1.645 7.440 22.434 3.602 

Sig. 0.000 0.000 0.048 0.000 0.000 0.126 0.001 0.000 0.003 

Fig.5 shows the average values of the thermal evaluations owing to the interaction between the sound 

types and sound levels (The error bars represent the S.D. of the average values). Regarding TSV, even 

though there was no interaction in winter, the main effect of sound types and sound levels had significant 

effects on the thermal evaluations, and there was a difference between the effects of dog barking and 

fast-dance music (p = 0.015 < 0.05); meanwhile, TSV at the low sound level was slightly higher than that at 

other sound levels (p < 0.05). In summer, there was an interaction between the sound types and sound levels, 

none of the sounds at the low sound level had any effects on TSV (p > 0.05). When the sound levels were 

medium and high, TSV for birdsong was significantly lower than that for conversation and traffic sound (p < 

0.01), and TSV for slow-dance music was significantly lower than that for conversation (p < 0.05). With 

respect to sound levels, when the sound types were birdsong, dog barking, and fast-dance music, sound level 

had no effects on TSV (p > 0.05). When the sound types were the other three types, TSV at the low sound 

level was significantly lower than that at the high sound level (p < 0.01), with an average difference of 0.7. 

In the transition season, sound types and sound levels, as well as the interaction between them had no effect 

on TSV (p > 0.05). 

Regarding TCV, there was an interaction between the sound types and sound levels in winter and 

summer. In winter, when the sound levels were medium and high, TCV for slow-dance music was higher 

than that for conversation sound (p < 0.05). With respect to sound levels, when the sound types were 

birdsong, dog barking, and fast-dance music, TCV at the low sound level was significantly higher than that 

at the high sound level (p < 0.05), with an average difference of 0.5, and when the sound types were 

conversation, traffic sound, and slow-dance music, TCV at the low sound level was higher than that at other 

sound levels (p < 0.01), with an average difference of 0.6. In summer, regardless of the changes in sound 

level, TCV for birdsong and slow-dance music was always higher than that for conversation and traffic 

sound. Additionally, when the sound types were birdsong and fast-dance music, sound levels had no effects 

on TCV (p > 0.05), and when the sounds were the other four types, TCV at the low sound level was higher 

than that at the high sound level (p < 0.05), with an average difference of 0.5. In the transition season, even 

though no interaction was observed, the main effect of sound types and sound levels had significant effects 

on TCV. The effects of birdsong and slow-dance music were different from those of dog barking, 

conversation, and traffic sound (p < 0.05), while there was always a difference in the effects of medium and 

high sound level on TCV (p = 0.013 < 0.05). 

Regarding TAV, there was an interaction between sound types and sound levels in winter and summer. 

In winter, when the subjects heard the slow-dance music at low and medium sound levels, TAV was between 

0.0 and 1.0, and the subjects felt slightly acceptable. However, the other sound types resulted in TAV values 

that were less than 0 (p < 0.05). With respect to sound levels, when the sound types were conversation and 

traffic sound, TAV at the low sound level was higher than that at other sound levels, with an average 

difference of 0.5 (p < 0.05), and when the sounds were the other four types, TAV at the low sound level was 

significantly higher than that at the high sound level, with an average difference of 0.6 (p < 0.05). In summer, 
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the subjects judged birdsong and slow-dance music at low and medium sound levels to be slightly 

acceptable, while the TAV for other sound types was less than 0 (p < 0.01). Additionally, when the sound 

types were birdsong and fast-dance music, sound levels exerted no effects on TAV (p > 0.05), and when the 

sound was any of the other four types, TAV at the low sound level was higher than that at the high sound 

level, with an average difference of 0.6 (p < 0.05). In the transition season, even though there was no 

interaction, the main effect of sound types and sound levels had significant effects on TAV. The effects of 

birdsong and slow-dance music were different from those of dog barking, conversation, and traffic sound (p 

< 0.01); meanwhile, the effect of the high sound level was different from those of the other sound levels (p < 

0.01). 

 
Fig. 5. Average values of the thermal evaluations owing to the interaction between the sound types and sound levels. 

Based on the results obtained, it could be concluded that sound types and sound levels, as well as the 

interaction between them all had effects on the subjects’ thermal evaluations to varying extents. Regarding 

sound types, there was a difference between the effects of dog barking and fast-dance music in winter. In 

summer, when the sound levels were medium and high, the TSV for birdsong and slow-dance music was 

significantly lower than that for conversation sound, but TCV and TAV were always higher than those for 

conversation sound. In the transition season, the effects of birdsong and slow-dance music on TCV and TAV 

were different from those of dog barking, conversation, and traffic sound; however, there were no significant 

differences between the effects of the former two sound types and those of the latter three sound types. With 

respect to sound levels, in winter, when the sound types were birdsong, dog barking, slow-dance music, and 

fast-dance music, TCV and TAV at the low sound level were significantly higher than those at the high 
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sound level, and when the sound types were conversation and traffic sound, TCV and TAV at the low sound 

level were significantly higher than those at other sound levels. In summer, when the sound types were 

birdsong and fast-dance music, sound levels did not have any effects on the thermal evaluations. However, 

when the sound types were conversation, traffic sound, and slow-dance music, TSV was lower, TCV and 

TAV were higher at the low sound level; in the transition season, there were differences between the effects 

of medium and high sound level on TCV and TAV. 

3.3 Effects of sound types and sound levels on the overall evaluations 

Fig. 6 shows the average values of the overall evaluations relative to the condition of without sound 

stimuli (subtracted from the evaluation value obtained in the absence of sound stimuli). The overall 

evaluations were similar to the acoustic evaluations, but were obviously different from thermal evaluations, 

and were consistent in the different seasons. Regarding OCV, regardless of the changes in sound level in the 

three seasons, dog barking, conversation, and traffic sound always resulted in the significant decreased in 

OCV, and the average differences in winter, the transition season, and summer were 0.6–1.3, 1.5–2.6, and 

0.8–1.4, respectively; however, low-sound level birdsong and slow-dance music increased OCV, and the 

difference ranged between 0.3 and 1.2. Regarding OAV, in summer, low-sound level birdsong, and 

slow-dance music resulted in the increase in the subjects’ OAV to a certain degree. Additionally, regardless 

of the changes in sound levels in the three seasons, all the sounds led to the decrease in OAV, and the 

subjects felt more annoyed;  The effects of dog barking, conversation, and traffic sound were also more 

pronounced. 

 

Fig. 6. Average values of the overall evaluations relative to the condition of without sound stimuli. 

Table 7 shows the significances of the effects of sound types and sound levels on the overall 

evaluations. It is evident that in the three seasons, the main effect of and the interaction between sound types 

and sound levels significantly affected OCV and OAV (p < 0.01). As shown in Fig. 7, owing to the presence 

of interaction, only the effects of the interaction on the overall evaluations were analysed and simple effects 

tests were performed. 
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Table 7. Significances of the effects of sound types and sound levels on the overall evaluations. 

Subjective 

evaluation 

Season Winter Transition season Summer 

Factor Level Type Level * Type Level Type Level * Type Level Type Level * Type 

OCV 

df 1.474 2.895 7.164 1.651 2.682 6.707 2.000 3.717 10.000 

F 24.796 32.911 3.431 48.437 48.243 5.079 20.649 50.125 2.509 

Sig. 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.007 

OAV 

df 1.610 3.083 6.086 1.481 3.045 7.209 1.711 3.301 6.712 

F 37.669 43.702 2.803 55.831 56.175 5.634 38.683 55.798 6.715 

Sig. 0.000 0.000 0.012 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

Fig. 7 shows the average values of the overall evaluations owing to the interaction between the sound 

types and sound levels (The error bars represent the S.D. of the average values). Regarding OCV and OAV, 

there was an interaction between sound types and sound levels in the three seasons, and the effects of the 

interaction were relatively consistent. With respect to sound types, regardless of the changes in sound level 

in the three seasons, OCV and OAV for birdsong and slow-dance music were significantly higher than those 

for dog barking, conversation, and traffic sound; however, there were no significant differences between the 

effects of the former two sound types and those of the latter three sound types. For birdsong and slow-dance 

music at low and medium sound levels, both OCV and OAV were between 0.0 and 1.5, and the subjects felt 

slightly comfortable and pleasant. Additionally, fast-dance music always resulted in higher OCV and OAV 

than dog barking, with an average difference of 0.8 in winter and 1.2 in the transition season and summer (p 

< 0.05). With respect to sound levels, in winter and the transition season, regardless of the changes in sound 

type, OCV and OAV at the low sound level were higher than those at the high sound level, with an average 

difference of 0.8 and 1.1, respectively (p < 0.01). In summer, when the sound type was birdsong, sound 

levels had no effect on OCV (p > 0.05), and when the sound type was slow-dance music, sound levels also 

had no effect on OAV (p > 0.05). Additionally, when the sound types were dog barking, conversation, traffic 

sound, and fast-dance music, OCV and OAV at the low sound level were significantly higher than those at 

the high sound level, with an average difference always maintained at about 0.7 (p < 0.01 and p < 0.05). Jo
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Fig. 7. Average values of the overall evaluations owing to the interaction between the sound types and sound levels. 

4. Discussion 

4.1 Differences in the effects of sound types and sound levels 

In previous studies, some researchers have explored the effects of multiple sound types and sound 

levels on subjective evaluations. Although they did not study the interaction between sound types and sound 

levels, there were still had some consistencies between the results of their work and this study. In terms of 

sound levels, the results of this study and previous work [16,17, 22,23,34] both showed that for some sound 

sources, the TCV, ACV and OCV at the low sound level were significantly higher than those at the high 

sound level. 

 In terms of sound types, Yang and Moon [22,34] found that sound types had significant effects on TCV, 

ACV, and OCV. The average values were ranked as follows: fan noise＜babble sound＜water sound＜music, 

and when the sound types were water sound and music, the average values of the evaluation were relatively 

close. Guan et al. [23] indicated that at the same sound level, the TCV, ACV, and OCV in a musical 

environment were better than those in a noisy environment. Thus, it was seen that music was beneficial to 

the improvement in comfort vote—a result which was consistent with the results of this study. In addition, 

the subjective evaluations of birdsong and slow-dance music were better and closer (in terms of acoustic and 

overall evaluations in all three seasons and thermal evaluation in summer); the reason for this phenomenon 

might be the frequency range and variability in the sounds. 

As there are more middle- and high-frequency components and higher variability in birdsong and 

slow-dance music, peoples’ preference and acceptance of these sounds seemed to be more significantly 

higher; while, a stronger beat might have weakened the improvement of subjective evaluations to a certain 

extent. The mechanisms of the effects of sound types on subjective evaluations require in-depth studies by 

selecting more sound samples, whereas this study focuses more on the interaction of sound types and sound 

levels on thermal and overall evaluations, ad on the comprehensive comparisons under different seasonal 
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conditions.  

4.2 Applications in related fields 

Based on the results of this study, it is recommended that the effects of sounds on thermal evaluations 

are considered, particularly for urban public spaces where the thermal environments are poor and difficult to 

improve. The introduction of birdsong and slow-dance music at appropriate sound levels could improve 

residents' thermal evaluations in summer to a certain extent, i.e., relief of hot sensation and thermal 

discomfort. In winter and summer, with respect to the sounds that the preference of residents are not high, 

such as dog barking, conversation, and traffic sound, the thermal comfort and thermal acceptance at the low 

sound level are significantly higher. 

4.3 Limitations and further study 

Although simply simulating outdoor temperature in a chamber can allow effective control of the 

variables and avoid the interference of too many factors, it is necessary and significant to study the effects of 

various factors of the thermal environment on subjective evaluations. In future studies, the thermal 

environment setting will be considered more comprehensively to reduce the discrepancy between the 

physical environment in the chamber and the actual outdoor environment or increase the feasibility of 

conducting field measurements in the outdoor environment. 

5. Conclusions 

In this study, by simulating typical outdoor temperatures in different seasons (winter, transition season, 

and summer) in a controllable environmental chamber and administering a questionnaire survey, the 

subjective environmental evaluations, i.e., acoustic, thermal, and overall evaluations of subjects exposed to 

different sound types and sound levels were explored, the effects of sound types, sound levels and the 

interaction between the factors in different seasons on the subjective environmental evaluations were also 

investigated. The results can provide a certain reference for the environmental design of urban open spaces.  

(1) Sound types and sound levels, as well as the interaction between them all had significant effects on 

the subjects’ acoustic evaluations, and these effects were relatively consistent in different seasons. 

With respect to sound types, regardless of the changes in sound level in the three seasons, birdsong 

and slow-dance music always resulted in higher acoustic evaluations than dog barking, conversation, 

and traffic sound. However, there were no obvious differences between the effects of the former two 

sound types and those of the latter three sound types. Low-sound level birdsong and slow-dance 

music could effectively improve ACV and SPV; however, dog barking, conversation, and traffic 

sound always resulted in a remarkable decrease in acoustic evaluations. With respect to sound levels, 

regardless of the changes in the sound type in three seasons, acoustic evaluations at the low sound 

level were significantly higher than those at the high sound level. 

(2) Sound types and sound levels, as well as the interaction between them all had effects on the subjects’ 

thermal evaluations to a certain degree, and these effects varied greatly in the different seasons. With 

respect to sound types, in summer, birdsong and slow-dance music could effectively improve the 

thermal evaluations; in the transition season, all types of sounds led to a decrease in the thermal 

evaluations. With respect to sound levels, in winter and summer, when the sound types were dog 
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barking, conversation, traffic sound, and slow-dance music, TCV and TAV at the low sound level 

were significantly higher than those at the high sound level; and in the transition season, there were 

differences in the effects of the main effect of sound levels (medium and high sound level) on TCV 

and TAV. 

(3) Sound types and sound levels, as well as the interaction between them all had significant effects on 

the subjects’ overall evaluations. With respect to sound types, regardless of the changes in sound 

level in the three seasons, birdsong and slow-dance music always resulted in higher overall 

evaluations than dog barking, conversation, and traffic sound. Additionally, low-sound level 

birdsong and slow-dance music could effectively improve OCV; however, dog barking, 

conversation, and traffic sound always resulted in an obvious decrease in the overall evaluations. 

With respect to sound levels, in the three seasons, when the sound types were dog barking, 

conversation, traffic sound, and fast-dance music, the overall evaluations at the low sound level 

were significantly higher than those at the high sound level. 
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Highlights 
 

1. In summer, birdsong and slow-dance music at different sound levels effectively improve 
subjects’ thermal evaluation. 

2. In the transition season, all types of sounds result in a decline in the thermal evaluation. 

3. In winter and summer, for conversation and slow-dance music, thermal comfort at the 
low sound level is significantly higher than that at the high sound level. 

4. Birdsong and slow-dance music at the low sound level improve overall comfort, while 
dog barking, conversation, and traffic sound result in a significant decrease. 

5. For dog barking, conversation, traffic sound, and fast-dance music, the overall 
evaluations at the low sound level are higher than those at the high sound level. 
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